CAREER SUCCESS TECHNIQUES TO EMPOWER YOUR TEEN
A. Learn how to engage your young adult in conversation and
help them develop crucial but easy networking skills.
B. Learn to get along with Managers, Collaborators and Friends
A. PERSONAL COMMUNICATION AND NETWORKING
WHY DOES IT MATTER? The nature of Work is changing
•
•
•
•

Data vs Knowledge: We are evolving from a proprietary knowledge economy
into a global, democratized knowledge economy.
Increased Automation: With an increase in AI, VR and Robotics leading to more
automation of manual repeatable tasks, we will be relying on interpersonal skills.
More independent work: Learn to work to project not to time, and be
comfortable with a range of projects
Personal skills matter: Relationships, communication and networking are going
to be necessary skills that most young adults should learn to embrace.

Empowering and Enabling Techniques:
•
•
•
•
•

Focus on interpersonal skills
Its not ‘networking’ but ‘connecting’
Learn to use LinkedIn
Learn how to ask Google the right question and how to evaluate the information
you get back
Work to project delivery, not to time

B. INTERPERSONAL CONNECTIONS
WHY DOES IT MATTER? Getting along with Managers, Collaborators and Friends
will reduce sources of stress
•
•

Personality, Communication and Learning styles can be a source of conflict
Manage your Manager by understanding yourself

You will leave with 2 or more strategies to help manage conflict and stress:
•
•

Understanding your own personality type can reduce miscommunication.
Simple techniques and habits to improve your networking & connecting skills
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